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Melainah, Mariam-Yeshua: Well, Hello! Before we move into tonight’s process, we will
begin by also summarizing and clarifying what was put into place on the Solstice.
In our last Gathering, you transformed your Light Scroll into your Personal Pillar of Light.
We brought forth the massive Unification and Element of Love Light Template that
arrived on the Platinum Ray to the Earth Realm directly from Source.
Each of you were asked to assist by maintaining the Balance, at the point you chose of
the basic Pink Diamond that would be utilized in our Service Project. This basic Pink
Diamond will be used to inform the base of the cube.
The basic Pink Diamond is a Holographic Projection of the multi-dimensional Pink
Diamond that is infused with the 12th Dimensional Magenta Color Coding, as well as all
of the other higher Iterations of Light Codes you’ve been using and receiving these past
years. The mass of Humanity does not have the understanding, the means, or the
consciousness that you, as members of the Seating of the Divine, possess. For that
reason, a basic stepped-down version of your multi-faceted Pink/Magenta Diamond is
being utilized for this Service Project.
Once all is set in place tonight, then the geometry that you have assisted in creating will
begin to affect and change matter for all of Humanity and the Earth. Some of you may
have already been feeling the effects of this over the past ten days or will in the
upcoming weeks.
What you have been asked to do and the Energetics you have been asked to receive and
hold are massive and complex. You are assisting in changing the frequency of matter in
your physical bodies and that of the entire Earth. This will have an impact on your
mental and emotional bodies as well.
In our first segment of this project, to further stabilize the points, the brilliant Platinum
Ray was projected to each point and to each of you, infusing your Personal Light Pillar
with the Unity and Love Consciousness of this Unification Light Template. This
Unification Light Template infused all iterations and levels of the Pink Diamond.
We said to you in our last Gathering that the Platinum Light Rays would be a permanent
part of the Pink Diamond. This includes all of its Iterations.
The Platinum Ray now flows from the North to the South point and is crossed by the Ray
flowing from the West to the East point. The point in the center where these two Rays
intersect is the central point of the basic Pink Diamond. The flow of Energetics is bidirectional from the center to the four points.
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[3:55] Now that all is stable and the Light you held at each point is seated, each group
will now be brought to the center:
So take a breath…..
If the group in the North will now allow the Platinum Ray to draw you to the center,
bringing with you the Wisdom this point holds to Humanity and the Earth…………..
Now the group from the South, please allow the Platinum Ray to draw you to the
center, bringing with you the Purity and Protection that is held at this point to all of
Humanity and the Earth…………..
And now the group in the East, on the Platinum Ray allow yourself to move to the
center, bringing with you Healing to the Human and Earth Consciousness……………..
And the group in the West, please allow the Platinum Ray to move you to the center,
bringing with you Messages of Hope and Inspiration to Humanity and the Earth…………..
Now allow your Unified Field to receive and be immersed
in the gifts from these four points…………….
Standing together unified, still embodied in your human physical form, Yeshua and I
invite you to step into and join us in this massive Unification Light Template…………….
As we do this as a Collective group and merge with the Unification Light Template,
we become a Unified Cosmic Pillar of Light,
holding the Love and Unity Consciousness of the 5th-6th-7th Dimensional frequencies.
Breathe this in……………….
[Pause]
For the purpose of this Service Project,
at this time we will only be transmitting the 5th Dimensional frequencies.
This Unified Cosmic Pillar of Light that you have just created and are now a part of is
being used in this Service Project for the Planet. It will be implemented in future Service
Projects for your Galaxy and later for the Universe. This is only the beginning of a farreaching, multi-step, complex series of opportunities to be of service.
You will use your Personal Pillar of Light for your own Ascension, creations, and growth.
As you utilize the Unity and Love Consciousness of the Cosmic Light Template that is
now held in your Personal Light Pillar, expect many changes as you continue your
individual Journey to remembering the Divine Light that you are…………..
Yeshua and I thank you for your dedication and commitment to assisting the Planet and
all Beings on Earth in moving into a higher frequency of Unity and Love……
We will now be joined by Metatron and the Collective Consciousness of the All That Is
to continue the process…………

